There simply is NO equivalent!

AUSTRALIAN-MADE
COMPOSITE TACTILE
THE MOST ROBUST AND
AFFORDABLE Tactile
ON THE MARKET
WHAT SETS our
tactile APART
FROM OTHERS ?
Our tactile is the only Australian-made sheet
moulding compound tactile (TGSI). Lightweight
with the strength of steel, no other tactile
available in Australia, Australian-made or
imported measures up.

TRIPSTOP – a truly unique

Australian-made
concrete jointing
system – and now
a truly Unique
Australian-made
tactile.

The first sustainable tactile on the market that is:
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Australian-designed
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Australian-owned
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Australian-made
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Easy to install

4

Cost-effective
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Lightweight with the strength of steel
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UV resistant

4

Crack, lift and peel-resistant

4

AS/NZS 1428.4.1:2009 compliant

4

P5 and R12 Slip Rated – AS 4586 – 2013
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The only Australian-made tactile using
Sheet Moulding Compound

Sustainable
tactile. There
are no equivalents.
1300 900 063 | sales@tripstop.net | www.tripstop.net/tactiles

PRODUCTS
Warning/hazard tactiles - alert the vision-impaired and others to a hazard
in their line of travel. These tiles warn the pedestrian to stop and determine the
nature of the hazard.

Directional tactiles - assist the vision-impaired and others to navigate
along an intended pathway that is free of obstacles.
Both tile types are available in yellow, black or white.

THE PROBLEM
Wasting time and money on tactiles that crack, lift or peel
within months of being installed frustrates councils and
contractors alike.
After making a name and a reputation for exceptional
quality and service with over 200 councils, we understand
that you want Australian-made quality, value for money
and sustainability.
And we have the solution.
A truly unique tactile product that will save you hours of
wasted maintenance time and money. And, at substantially
less cost than other sub-par products on the market?

THE SOLUTION
The first Australian-made composite tactile.

COST-EFFECTIVE

Choose TripStop tactile and get it right the first time.
Pay less than you are currently paying for inferior tactiles
(independent test results available) and you and your
community will enjoy even more savings in the long run.

SUSTAINABLE

Our manufacturer has led the high-grade composites
industry in Australia for 50 years. And now a long-lasting
composite tactile (TGSI) that is Australian-made for
Australian conditions. Better for people and better for
the environment.

AUSTRALIAN-MADE

You know you're getting a quality product when it's
Australian–made. And Australian–made means your
money stays here, more income for the national economy,
more local jobs, and stronger Australian businesses and
industries.

MANUFACTURING PROCESS

Sheet Moulding Compound (SMC) is a high strength, glassreinforced, thermoset moulding material.To produce a
high-strength moulding compound, SMC combines long
glass fibre, unsaturated polyester/phenolic/vinyl and acrylic
modified resins. SMC provides a high strength-to-weight
ratio. It's used widely as a lighter alternative to steel for its
performance in environments that fluctuate in temperature.

WHY BUY FROM
TRIPSTOP?
TripStop has a long-standing history of providing
quality, value and exceptional service. Well known for
our unique concrete jointing system, serving over
200 councils over 20 years, a market leader in
sustainable footpaths.
We understand that quality, price, sustainability and
Australian manufacture are paramount in your
product supplier selection process.
The TripStop joining system has proved itself over
many years and now we have a tactile (TGSI) that
comfortably satisfies your most important product
requirements
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